
Special Chart Report: Party Like It's 1999

We have written rather extensively lately about the extreme extension we are seeing in the markets
as the Fed's ongoing "repo" operations and QE are directly fueling a sharp rise in asset prices. The
problem is prices are surging at a time when both corporate profits and earnings growth remain
weak.&#2013266080;

Importantly, the ongoing Fed policies have lured investors into an extreme sense of complacency
as witnessed by the sharp drop in "short-interest" in the S&P 500. This belief the markets can no
longer have a correction is fueling an equity chase in companies with the poorest underlying
fundamentals.

The last time that we saw asset prices surge by 20%, or more, in month, particularly in companies
which have no revenue, negative valuations, and poor business models, was in 1999. The chart of
Qualcom (QCOM) in late 1999 is a good example.

Unfortunately, for investors in QCOM, by the end of 2000, that 95% gain had been completely
reversed into a 10% loss. But QCOM was not alone, the only difference is that the vast majority of
the other companies like Global Crossing, Enron, Worldcom, Lucent Technologies, Sun Micro, and
many others no longer exist in the original forms today, if at all.&#2013266080;

Here is another good example, if you had bought CSCO at the turn of the century, you would still
be down by 10% on your position 20-years later.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/QCOM-1999.png


Today, we are seeing the same chase in companies which exhibit similar characteristics to what
we saw in 1999:

Poor business models with little, or no, "protective moat."&#2013266080;
Little or no earnings
Excessively high or negative valuations
Prices are bid up on "hope" these companies will mature into valuations in the future.

Sure, companies from Tesla (TSLA) to Zoom Video (ZM) might just be the next Amazon (AMZN) of
the "dot.com" mania to survive and prosper. However, the odds are highly stacked against that
being the case.&#2013266080;

Here are a few examples of why it looks like investors are once again "Partying Like It's
1999."&#2013266080;

Zoom Video

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/CSCO-1999.png


10x Genomics

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ZM.png
https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TXG.png


Twilo, Inc.

Tesla, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TWLO.png


Shake Shack, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/TSLA.png
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Pope Resource Partners

Pinterest, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/POPE.png


NIO, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/PIN.png
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iRhythm Technologies, Inc.

CrowdStrike Holdings, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/IRTC.png


Beyond Meat, Inc.

https://simplevisorins.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/CRWD.png
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Alteryx, Inc.

While we are not saying the markets are going to "crash" tomorrow, there is mounting evidence
that "irrational exuberance" and "extreme complacency," due to the ongoing Federal Reserve
interventions, has begun to manifest itself in equity prices of companies with the poorest
fundamentals.&#2013266080;

Historically, this has not worked out well for investors.&#2013266080;

"History doesn't always repeat itself, but it often rhymes." - Samuel Clemens
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